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SUBMITTED NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY MIDDLE HIGH OPTION COMMENTS

03/17/2020 4:10 PM A K arun.kaariya@gmail.com Findley Elem

Hello BSD and committee members,Our comments and emails to committee members from Jan and Feb were not 
published. Neither were we provided with data requested as part of public records request from Nov and Dec. Can 
you please confirm why this data was not provided during important phase when different maps were being 
discussed.ThanksAK

03/17/2020 4:19 PM A K arun.kaariya@gmail.com Findley Elem

Hello BSD and committee members,Findley is the only school from Bethany area that is removed from its Stoller 
neighborhood(despite being the second closest school to Stoller besides JW) and transferred to Cedarmill area with 
no friends from its original stoller neighborhood.We plead to the BSD, board members and committee members to 
move Summa to Timberland so the Findley kids will have atleast some friends from its Stoller neighborhood as they 
embark upon their middle school journey.The committee and BSD has listened to all schools. Here are some school 
that get to be with other schools from their neighborhood:Cedar mill-Bonny slope-Terra linda-OakhillsRockcreek-
Bethany-OakhillsSpringville-Sato-Jacob wismer Please be fair to Findley by relocating Summa to Timberland to give 
atleast some friends to Findley from their original neighborhood.Thanks,AR

03/17/2020 4:25 PM A K arun.kaariya@gmail.com Findley Elem

Hello Committee members and BSD,Please keep legacy for 7th and 8th graders. I have a son who would be starting 
Stoller and will be in 6th grade in 2021. He was very excited to go to Stoller but he and his friends have been 
disappointed that the committee hasnt discussed legacy so far.Please let the 7th graders be considered for legacy. 
Lets not have the kids suffer by going to 2 different middle schools in the time of just 3 years. Lets not break the 
friendships they form in 6th grade.Lets not treat kids as merely numbersEquality and justice for all please.Thanks,AK

03/17/2020 4:34 PM A K arun.kaariya@gmail.com Findley Elem

Hello BSD and committee members,We are disturbed by the events that have been going on for the last few 
meetings. It is disappointing to see some committee members banding together and seem too coordinated and 
aligned in having an unanimous decision on important votes. It appears as if these committee members are talking to 
each other and are covering each others backs. Are committee members allowed to talk to each other without the 
public having knowledge of what was saidWhat is BSDs procedure if a couple of committee members show a clear 
bias...How can we make sure that the process is fair, unbiased and non discriminatory to all schools involved.AK

03/17/2020 4:05 PM A P spraj.gupta@gmail.com Findley Elem

Hello BSD and committee members,I would like to point out that BSD did indeed post the very recent comments from 
Findley parents before the last meeting. But 100s and 1000s of comments from Findley parents and emails that were 
supposed to be sent to committee at crucial time in Jan and Feb 2020 were never published.We made public records 
requests that were not released to us.

03/17/2020 3:55 PM Aahlad  Mallajosyula aahladm@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee Members,1) Please ensure what Findley Elementary school is not split. If the 3grids near Stoller 
move to JW, please have parts of JW move to Findley as Findley elem is already small community with shrinking 
population.2) Please have option for legacy kids from Findley to continue at Stoller.

03/17/2020 3:09 PM Aili Aili07@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD,Thank you for voting for Stoller to be Sato, Springville and Jacob Wismer. This is a well balanced 
Combination with 84% permanent capacity in 2021 and 101% permanent capacity in 2025. This gets us to our 
objective. SUMMA is a teaching and learning decision and we respect that they would decide where would summa go 
based on capacity and other factors. Please prioritize regular education over an options program.Thank you!

03/17/2020 11:29 PM Amber Zhang woshizhangxiaoyan@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I am a parent from Oakridge. Thanks for recommending JW boundaries change, but besides that, can you please 
consider having Stoller as the option school for the 3 grid codes? If you can come to Oakridge and take a walk to 
Stoller, you can validate our statement- the school is just across the street to our small neighborhood. Plus, we are 
such a neighborhood that if some of our kids choose to walk to Stoller, it doesn[?]t really impact the numbers. Why 
not provide options and let kids choose the best for themselves?

03/17/2020 9:27 PM Aminath Nazhath nazu03@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!
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03/17/2020 4:19 PM Amy Zhang yue0921@gmail.com Findley Elem

In 3/12 meeting, the committee voted for a potential ES boundary change to possibly include Findley walkers to 
Stoller. This proposal means that the committee members agreed that Findley walkers should stay with Stoller and 
should not be bus-ed to Timberland!I'm a parent in Oakridge community, and I prefer my kids to go to Stoller. 
However I do also understand that some of other parents would rather go Timberland to stay with other FE kids. To 
make it fair to everyone, can we at least have an option for the walk-able communities to choose between Stoller 
and TL, and make Stoller becomes an option school?  Please consider this suggestion for the Findley walk-able 
communities. This will well balance the capacity and walk-able issue for all families impacted.

03/17/2020 7:43 PM Andrew Moen Andrew11395@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS

At the March 12th meeting, the committee recommend to change the Cooper Mountains feeder pattern with just 11 
mins of discussion focused on free and reduced lunch numbers, when they had previously approved Whitford with a 
higher free and reduced lunch percentage.   Do not change the Cooper Mountain feeder pattern based on a factor that 
was not prioritized by the committee across the district.  Reconsider your recommendation and keep Cooper 
Mountain feeding to Highland Park.

03/17/2020 7:53 PM Andrew Moen Andrew11395@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS

The recommendation to change the Cooper Mountain feeder pattern will cost the district an extra $50K for buses and 
reducing walkability for Chehalem. Why did the committee prioritize transportation and walkability when assigning 
boundaries at the north end of the district but not for the southern schools?    Reconsider your recommendation and 
keep Cooper Mountain feeding Highland Park.

03/17/2020 8:27 PM Andrew Moen Andrew11395@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS

The Beaverton School Board provided 4 objectives for the Middle School Attendance Boundary Adjustment in addition 
to the Policy JC.  The Policy provides the factors for the committee to consider in satisfying the objectives of the 
boundary adjustment. These factors include: student body composition; current and future availability of space at a 
school; feeder patterns from elementary, middle to high school; and neighborhood proximity and accessibility. The 
recommendation by the committee to change the Cooper Mountain feeder pattern negatively impacts all of these 
factors. (1) It reduces the diversity at Highland Park, (2) it moves Cooper Mountain students away for Highland Park 
that has the current and future available space for them, (3) it impacts the feeder patterns by moving Cooper 
Mountain to a middle school that does not feed their high school and (4) reduced walkability for Chehalem and 
increases transportation costs by $50K.Please consider these factors and revote to keep Cooper Mountain feeding 
Highland Park.

03/17/2020 9:53 PM Arta Montero arta.pecaj@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please keep Rock Creek north of West Union at Stoller in accordance with map C2.0. We are closer to Stoller than 
many parts of Springville or Sato.Any part of Rock Creek that moves must move with Bethany and Oak Hills wherever 
they go (I prefer Meadow, but could be anywhere).Please don[?]t put any additional burden beyond options above on 
us since we are doing our share already whereas everybody at Stoller either stays or is relocated to another 
superschool (Timberland).

03/17/2020 9:31 AM arun arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The only middle school which is closer to Springville is Stoller.Springville brings economic diversity to Stoller. Any 
combination without Springville at Stoller will resultin a significant drop the FRL to 7% which will be hard to fix in this 
area given the demographics.The numbers work well keeping Springville, Sato and Jacob Wismer in Stoller at LESS 
THAN 90% in 2021 and 101% in 2025.Once you remove the Summa numbers, Stoller is at 84% of permanent capacity 
in 2021 and 101% of permanent capacity in 2025 after which population stabilizes and falls again.

03/17/2020 9:44 PM Baoyan Liang Liang.b.y1974@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 4:44 PM Beverly mynammie@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

As a grandparent very involved in my grandchildren's education, I am totally opposed to the proposal to change the 
boundaries which would have them move to middle and high schools other than what the current plan designates.  
When purchasing their home, my daughter and son-in-law selected an area that would provide the schools that 
would best meet the educational needs of their children.  It is devastating to learn that their ability to determine 
where their children go to school, is being stripped from them.
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03/17/2020 3:42 PM Brittany Monson brittany.hancock@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Oak Hills WEST students would really benefit staying with other schools for middle school that will attend Westview 
high school. The oak hills west kids are already really involved with the Westview community.  Oak hills EAST should 
go to Timberland, and then to Sunset to stay with the community they are already immersed in.Additionally, oak hills 
WEST is within the 2 mile walking radius of Westview, while oak hills EAST is within the 2 mile walking radius of 
Sunset. This would SAVE MONEY in regards to bussing. PLEASE keep oak hills west with other schools like Bethany for 
middle school and high school, and send oak hills East to timberland and then to Sunset. It[?]s disheartening to think 
the district would isolate oak hills west children at meadow park just to use them to decrease reduced lunch 
numbers. Add another school like Bethany so these oak hills kids aren[?]t alone for middle school. Creating 
relationships with Bethany elem kids in middle school would be beneficial for their high school years

03/17/2020 3:49 PM Chrysanne Zghoul c.zghoul@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

We[?]ve lived in this neighborhood for almost 30 years. I[?]ve raised five children and have seen boundary move 
before to accommodate the influx of students that have moved into this area. The reason we moved into this area 
and bought our home here is because of the school district in the first place. My children all attended Cooper 
mountain elementary and have all gone to Beaverton high school as well now I am raising a grandchild. I want him to 
go to the same school that his mother attended. Please I encourage you to leave Cooper Mountain feeding into 
Beaverton high school. I also want to urge any parents that live in the area to speak up our house he[?]s going to lose 
value because of the district change and I really don[?]t think that we need this in the time that we[?]re living. 
We[?]re going into a recession as it is and we need to protect our property values as much as possible.

03/17/2020 11:57 PM David Lee ralliart_kei@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear committee, due to the growth in Bethany it is easy to overestimate how many kids will attend Stoller middle 
school.  But the reality is that every year 400 kids will graduate from Stoller while another 400 new kids will enter 6th 
grade.  Bethany has actually barely enough children to flow into Stoller to meet its minimum enrollment requirement 
as a qualified middle school.  And according to PSU the population research team their estimate is 101pct of 
permanent capacity filled in 2025 with Springville Sato and JW as feeder so rest assure the working map is a 
sustainable and meets many objectives of this school boundary adjustment with sensible transportation, no 
unnecessary disruption to communities, maintain walkability, student body diversity, moving students in the next 
greatest school Timberland, and last by not least keeping tightly knitted communities together.

03/17/2020 5:28 PM Derek Lyon Derek.lyon@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

Hello I am writing briefly to ask that the District planning allow Cooper Mountain elementary  to feed into Highland 
park middle school.. I have had two daughters in Cooper mountain for four years and we[?]ve been here throughout 
the transition of the extended metro boundary growth.  I think it makes sense that we at least get the opportunity of 
feeding into the new high school and growth of the progress ridge area of south cooper mountain which what we 
moved to the area to be a part of. Thanks for your time.

03/17/2020 5:43 PM Dmitry Lukiyanchenko dmitry.lukiyanchenko@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

Hello,I'm struggling to understand the need to move all Cooper Mountain students to Mountain View MS. Right now I 
have a nephew that started Highland Park MS this year after graduating from Cooper Mountain ES. Next year my 
older daughter expected to join her cousin and she was really excited after her class visited Highland Park MS.Please 
allow the voice of the Cooper Mountain parents be heard before the recommendation of boundary changes.

03/17/2020 9:49 PM Ehoy Lawless Lewerenz lawlesse1@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 1:51 PM Eric X Yang ericxyang2018@gmail.com Springville K-8

With Springville, Sato, Jacob Wismer, there is a well balanced combination with 84% permanant capacity in 2021 and 
101% permanent capacity in 2025. Considering the recent highly likely economic recession,  2025 enrollment number 
could be even lower within 100%.

03/17/2020 1:56 PM Eric X Yang ericxyang2018@gmail.com Springville K-8

Based on the data over past years, SUMMA program has exceptional high acceptance rate above 90%. SUMMA 
student normally will attend the program wherever it landed. When we consider the building capacity, we should only 
consider regular students. In the current map, Stoller permanent capacity is 84% at 2021 and 101% at 2025, which is 
perfectly sustainable.

03/17/2020 8:24 AM Ezra Richards ezrarichards@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview
Please keep Bethany and Oak Hills together at Meadow Park and Westview. Going into high school, the kids need to 
have a group of kids that they all know. Sending Oak Hills alone to Meadow is a mistake.
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03/17/2020 9:52 PM Gabriel Montero gabe.montero@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please keep Rock Creek north of West Union at Stoller in accordance with map C2.0. We are closer to Stoller than 
many parts of Springville or Sato.Any part of Rock Creek that moves must move with Bethany and Oak Hills wherever 
they go (I prefer Meadow, but could be anywhere).Please don[?]t put any additional burden beyond options above on 
us since we are doing our share already whereas everybody at Stoller either stays or is relocated to another 
superschool (Timberland).

03/17/2020 9:37 PM Gregory w lawlessgf@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please keep Rock Creek at Stoller or if moved move us with Bethany and Oak Hills. Anything else, will impact Rock 
Creek extremely disproportionately and is not fair since we will be taking all the burden from this boundary process at 
least from schools currently at Stoller that either remain or go to the brand new Superschool

03/17/2020 9:46 PM Haoquan Zhang Liang.b.y1974@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 9:56 PM Harsha Grunes hvaswani@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

Please reverse the decision made in the last meeting. Cooper Mountain children need to go to Highland and 
Chehalem to Mountain View. A few meetings ago, walkability and transportation costs was a huge factor/point of 
discussion - a good chunk of Chehalem students can walk to Mountain View and transportation costs for the switch is 
$50k higher! That money should go towards the Common Middle School experience and efforts to really combat 
inequities - simply swapping students will do nothing to actually change anything. Those with the means will go to 
option/private schools and the FRL percentage will NOT effectively change. Not to mention that FRL is not a good 
metric for equity - student progress is! Please leave Cooper Mountain status quo!

03/17/2020 11:14 AM Jagan Mohan Reddy Kankara jmkreddy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members,Most of you have done amazing job keeping the complete district in mind than just 
favoring one section of people. I am so happy to see the final map that is justifying the needs and satisfying bigger 
crowd than satisfying handful of folks. The final map that is published is all good and please don't circle back due to 
malicious discontent from one or two. Keep Suma at new Timberland school and first satisfy the needs of regular kids 
to keep Stoller at optimum levels. There is no perfect solution due to the location of the new school where its built. 
Sending SPV kids all the way south to FO, keeping Timberland not at full capacity , removing optional middle school 
at SPV not only creates commuting nightmares to SPV kids but also does not solve the Stoller crowding.  Thanks again 
for not punishing SPV kids for the sake of luxury of very few. Please don't get distracted with various false 
propaganda in the comments.

03/17/2020 3:50 PM James Bock skeeterjab@gmail.com Findley Elem

After many months of deliberations by your committee, I agree wholeheartedly with your new boundary map of 
March 12th keeping Findley together going to Timberland. It makes the most sense, solves multiple problems, and 
keeps this community together. There will never be a perfect map to please everyone, but this one meets the needs 
of a large population of students and parent[?]s requests from several schools in our area.  Thank you for making 
wise decisions and putting the needs of students first.

03/17/2020 10:04 AM Javier Alfaro jfalfaro2@comcast.net Rock Creek Elem

Committee Members and Mr Sparks:  I attended the meeting on March 12 (via web) and I was quite happy with the 
proposed map in page 5 (Five Oaks MS #2) as I thought this gave Rock Creek a fair shake during the process. 
However, after I saw the vote &#34;yes&#34; for  the proposal it seems that everyone started disagreeing with it 
along the lines of free lunches and wondering to move West Oak Hills away from the community of Rock Creek and 
Bethany to Five oaks. I think this puts us back in the realm of been unfair to Rock Creek and Bethany as we would 
move without a portion of our community. It seems no one is looking (again) at Stoller for free lunch support 
adjustments anymore. it once again falls to us (Rock Creek, Bethany and W. oak hills) to fix the mess at our expense.  
I ask that you keep the (Five  Oaks #2) as originally votes YES. I remind you that this is a very big deal for our kids and 
they are NOT just a number in a spreadsheet.

03/17/2020 6:43 PM Jennifer Hoffman krh0923@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Hello Committee Members-  I hope you are all well and staying healthy!  Please don't make big changes to the 
boundaries in the south.  Please keep the boundary for Cooper Mountain status quo.  The majority of Cooper Mountain 
kids go on  to Highland, please let them continue.  One of the goals of this process is only to make minor 
adjustments.   Thank you for your time and effort.

03/17/2020 9:34 AM Jeremy Johnson doublej13@att.net Rock Creek Elem

The students of Rock Creek Elementary deserve to be sent to a middle school that also has some of their neighbors in 
attendance.  Rock Creek Elementary kids have after school activities and go to church and play with kids from Bethany 
Elementary, Springville, Oak Hills Elementary and Sato Elementary.  Regardless of which Middle School, we need to 
send two other neighboring elementary schools with Rock Creek Elementary.
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03/17/2020 10:56 PM Julie Curtis juliekcurtis@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

My family is part of the Oak Hills Elementary School community, and we're on the West Side of Bethany. I'm concerned that during the most recent board meeting, the Middle 
School Boundary Committee apparently forgot the reasoning behind important steps it took earlier in the boundary-setting process to mitigate existing and serious problems 
with the middle-to-high-school feeder patterns for Oak Hills students. I request the committee do the following in order to fulfill the committee's objective #4 (improve the 
alignment of feeder patterns and attendance boundaries between all school levels) and objectives #1 and #3 (define attendance boundaries that achieve greater utilization of 
Timberland Middle School): 1) Send Oak Hills (West side) to Meadow Park Middle School with Bethany Elementary students.2) Send Oak Hills (East side) to Timberland with 
Terra Linda Elementary students.These recommendations also help the committee achieve the sometimes unstated but critically important objective of aligning boundaries to 
support a better socioeconomic balance in BSD middle schools. To remind committee members of the wisdom of these recommendations, I provide the following supportive 
reasoning. RATIONALE: Send Oak Hills (West side) to Meadow Park with Bethany Elementary studentsOak Hills (West side) and Bethany Elementary currently attend Meadow 
Park and Westview together. By continuing to keep these groups together attending a common middle school (preferably Meadow Park), you preserve a healthy high school 
feeder path for Oak Hills students, and you achieve a better balance of free and reduced lunch population at Meadow Park. Equally importantly, the Committee should consider 
that the neighborhoods served by Oak Hills (West side) and Bethany are a cohesive and highly interconnected geographic community, joined through sports, cultural and 
community organizations, a common park system, and a tradition of hosting an annual Charlais July 4 celebration for 1500&#43; people. This combined neighborhood forms the 
backbone of a strong parental network that provides volunteers, community, and financial support for the BSD schools our children attend. This community routinely provides 
PTO leadership at the schools our children attend. We chair major fund-raising initiatives and staff science fairs, Art Literacy programs, and any number of other enrichment 
activities that BSD cannot otherwise provide. Members of this unified community came together to create and provide ongoing support for the Westview Cat Cave to address 
the needs of Westview High School's homeless and food insecure students.  We do remarkable things for our BSD schools, but these achievements are ONLY possible because 
they draw on the powerful neighborly affiliations of a unified geographic community. If you split Oak Hills (West side) from Bethany Elementary, you will sever these invaluable 
neighborhood ties and lose much of the strength BSD benefits from today in the neighborhood-based parental network supporting Meadow Park and Westview. PLEASE PLEASE 
PLEASE do not divide our neighborhood by sending our children to different middle schools or high schools!Rationale: Send Oak Hills (East side) to Timberland with Terra Linda 
Elementary students.Oak Hills (East side) students are isolated and poorly served by current feeder patterns from middle school to high school. Currently, just 20 Oak Hills 
students start at Sunset High School each year in a school population of 2000. These students typically recognize just 1% of the student body, creating difficulty and 
disadvantage when they do not have opportunities to form broader social connections in middle school that, for most children, become an important part of their high school 
educational experience. This can make a huge difference for these students socially, emotionally, and academically - in high school and beyond.Oak Hills (East side) and Terra 
Linda also share common geographic neighborhood associations, similar to those shared by Oak Hills (West side) and Bethany Elementary. The committee should preserve this 
essential community alignment with its Middle School Boundary recommendations. Again, to fulfill the committee's objective #4 (improve the alignment of attendance 
boundaries between all school levels), we ask you to strengthen the middle school to high school feeder path for Oak Hills students, and to do this with the middle school 
boundary recommendations described above.Members of the Oak Hills Elementary School community have been actively discussing alternatives. There is general agreement 
within this community to an East/West split at middle school to ensure all these students continue to middle school and then high school with a decent sized, familiar peer group. 
This step goes far towards ending the feeder pattern isolation of Oak Hills, particularly East Side where that isolation is extremely pronounced at this time. By sending Oak Hills 
(West side) and Bethany to Meadow Park together, the committee may also achieve its objective to achieve a desirable balance in terms of socioeconomic diversity at Meadow 
Park. And by sending Oak Hills (East side) to Timberland, it achieves its objective of greater utilization of Timberland's capacity. Thank you.

03/17/2020 5:05 PM Kaan Oguz kaanoguzz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

As Rock Creek parents, we were happy to hear that Rock Creek, Bethany and West Oak Hills were voted to go to Five 
Oaks together. Please keep that. If you need to adjust the free reduced lunch and equity, all of the district should be 
adjusted. It is not fair to create a rich privileged school in north (stoller and timberland) and force other schools to 
take the burden. Please be fair. Thank you

03/17/2020 7:59 PM Kelly Sestero ksestero@hotmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

Please consider walk ability for all students when considering the Mountain View Boundary. By moving west 
Chehalem to Highland, many students who could currently walk to middle school will be moved to a bus route. When 
students miss a bus, they risk higher absenteeism. Please do not force this change that doesn[?]t make sense for the 
communities of Cooper Mountain or west Chehalem.

03/17/2020 4:39 PM Ken Hoffman krh0923@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside ISB

I am strongly expressing my desire that students from Cooper Mtn Elementary continue to go to Highland Park MS 
and also Mountainside HS.  My children and the other kids in my neighborhood have developed strong relationships 
with each other attending these schools and I want their social health to remain strong.  They have learned to work 
with and support each other as they've grown and attending these schools.  The value of this support structure and 
the relationships established I feel outweigh other goals any boundry adjusments may be trying to accomplish.  I 
request that the school distract strongly consider the impact the boundry adjustments would have on the 
relationships and support the students have created with each other when making their decisions.  Again, I support 
keeping the boundries so students from Cooper Mtn Elementary continue to go to Highland Park MS and then to 
Mountainside HS.

03/17/2020 4:00 PM Kerry Smith kerrysongs@gmail.com Highland Park MS

Keep the Cooper Mountain to Highland Park feeder as it is.  That's an identity that exists.  That's a community that 
exists.   It is not okay to break that up.  There are SpEd populations at Cooper Mountain and Sexton Mountain that 
need the SpEd staff and resources in Highland Park.

03/17/2020 9:47 PM Kexin Zhang 484888@bsd48.org Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 9:39 PM Khamouane Lawless lawlessgf@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!
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03/17/2020 10:26 PM Kim M. andrewandkim@comcast.net Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

In the majority of the meetings before the 3/12 meeting, several factors were considered when proposing new 
boundaries including walkability, transportation costs, feeder patterns, and capacity.  Most of Chehalem is walkable 
to Mountain View.  Moving Cooper Mountain to Mountain view eliminates this walkability and creates new bus 
routes costing the district $50,000 per year.  Cooper Mountain[?]s feeder pattern to Highland Park was ideal as they 
then fed into Mountainside High School with a larger number of their peers.  Please don[?]t isolate Cooper Mountain 
students and have them be the only elementary school to feed into Mountainside High School.  According to the 3/12 
map, there is no capacity concern at Highland Park Middle School for either the 2021 or 2025 school year so there is 
no need to disrupt the Cooper Mountain community.  I urge the committee to please consider all of these factors to 
ensure that the committee is equitable for all schools across the district.  Please keep Cooper Mountain feeding to 
Highland Park.

03/17/2020 10:36 PM Kim M. andrewandkim@comcast.net Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

At the last meeting, the committee voted to move Cooper Mountain Elementary school to Mountain View Middle 
School under the premise of equity.   Cooper Mountain splits into two middle schools, yet the only public comment 
that has been selected for the committee to hear from is representatives from one of those middle schools.  This in 
itself is not equitable.  Please consider all of the comments from the Cooper Mountain community which clearly show 
that the majority would like to keep Cooper Mountain feeding to Highland Park.

03/17/2020 10:17 PM Kim Moen kim.moen@yahoo.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I am very disappointed at the vote affecting Cooper Mountain Elementary School.  Several committee members said 
that it didn[?]t make sense to change the current boundaries as the small change in the free and reduced lunch 
number at Mountain View didn[?]t justify the disruption for two entire communities.  Almost no reasoning was given 
by those that voted for the change.  As a result, I feel all the data was not considered, nor were all the impacts 
understood for the proposed change.   Please keep Cooper Mountain feeding to Highland Park.

03/17/2020 1:38 PM Kishore Verma Kishore.Verma@gmail.com Springville K-8
Committee! Thanks for choosing the best map. Thanks for keeping the communities together and not splitting SPV. 
Let not FRL rebalancing change the map again and split the communities. Thank you.

03/17/2020 9:32 AM kvijay v_koroth@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

There was a comment made in the March 12th meeting that Stoller was still overcrowded in the configuration that 
was voted for. This is not true. Once you remove the Summa numbers, Stoller is at 84% of permanent capacity in 
2021 and 101% of permanent capacity in 2025 after which population stabilizes and falls again.Request Mr Sparks to 
remove Summa numbers completely from the next packet so we do not get repeatedly confused about these 
numbers. Let T&amp;L make the call on Summa independently.

03/17/2020 9:36 AM kvijay v_koroth@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

In the last meeting, a committee member had a great suggestion to make Meadow Park a hub for Summa.  I think 
that numbers will work out.  Here are the specifics:Approve ammendment #2 as found on March 12th memorandum. 
but with changes below. (a) Send the 83 Aloha High school feeding kids of Elmonica and McKinley to Five Oaks.  This 
will reduce Meadow Park FRL.  Five Oaks FRL will not be over 50% due to Rock Creek, Bethany, and West Oak Hills.  
This adds unused spots at Meadow Park to a total of 210. (b) Suggest Teaching and Learning to make Meadow Park 
the SUMMA hub for Five Oaks, Meadow Park, Cedar Park, and Stoller.   The addition of 172 Stoller SUMMA kids 
decrease FRL rate.The estimated FRL at both Five Oaks and Meadow Park is just under 40%.
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03/17/2020 10:01 PM Kyle Patterson kyle.patterson64@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Sunset

I am concerned at the lack of awareness the committee showed in the last meeting to real data concerning Oak Hills 
Elementary Sunset Bound (East) students.  One committee members comment about our community not wanting to 
be with Barns ES was irresponsible and absolutely incorrect.  Here are the facts!1. In 2019, Barnes ES started a full 
dual language program that you will not be able to opt out of. Barnes ES is being transformed into a 100% dual 
language school. (source: Barnes ES website https://barnes.beaverton.k12.or.us ).2. Parents are required to sign the 
BSD application form for the dual language program, that states the kids will remain in the program through 12th 
grade: (Form is attached and online here: 
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1583194938/beavertonk12orus/bm9l7qnrlj3j6fcecpbz/DualLanguageElement
aryProgramApplicationEnglish.pdf)3. The pathways for dual language program students DO NOT INCLUDE SUNSET 
HIGH SCHOOL (from same 
document):https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1583194938/beavertonk12orus/bm9l7qnrlj3j6fcecpbz/DualLangua
geElementaryProgramApplicationEnglish.pdf)4. Students that opt out of Barnes ES dual language program, are sent 
to attend William Walker ES, which will feed Cedar Park MS and Beaverton High-School.5. In 2029, Barnes ES full 
dual language program will yield their first high school batch of students. These students will FEED TO BEAVERTON 
HIGH SCHOOL.6. This renders the 8% feeder number from Meadow Park MS to Sunset HS presented in the March 
12th demographic table as INCORRECT today and in the future. Moreover, all previous meeting demographic maps 
show wrong numbers as well.Because Barns ES is a dual language program, students are separated at the school.  
Barns ES students and Oak Hills Sunset Bound students are not given the opportunity to interact or socialize.  This is 
not about wanting to build community between Barns ES and Oak Hills ES because the way the Dual Language 
program is structured does not allow it!This is a difficult process, but I would like to see the committee have clear 
knowledge of the data regarding Oak Hills ES as they appear to have for all other ES north of 26th.  Send Oak Hills 
Sunset Bound (East) students with Terra Linda to Timberland and send Oak Hills Westview Bound (West) students 
with Bethany ES.  End the isolation!

03/17/2020 10:13 PM Kyle Patterson kyle.patterson64@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Sunset

As a parent at Oak Hills ES, I am concerned at the approach the committee is taking with our students.  It appears the 
plan to use Oak Hills as a pawn in managing metrics is happening once again.  Stop using our students to manage 
your metrics!  You have the responsibility to correct BSDs error when the split Oak Hills ES for High School 4 years 
ago.  The outcome has led to a very small community of students entering High School isolated.  Our community is 
unified in our request to split going into middle school.  We have had several Town Hall meetings (some attended by 
school board members) in our homes, the school, and the community center of Oak Hills.  Hundreds of people 
involved.  Group emails with well over 100 parents from East and West OHES.  We are united in our message to split 
before middle school.  One dissenting voice with no affected child at a school board meeting does not represent our 
unified recommendation. Send Oak Hills Sunset Bound (East) students with Terra Linda to Timberland and send Oak 
Hills Westview Bound (West) students with Bethany.  End the isolation!!!

03/17/2020 9:17 AM Laura Parrett Laura.myre@gmail.com Terra Linda Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset
Keep Terra Linda with its Cedar Mill community at Timberland. Our FRL number is nearly 40%. We will help balance 
Timberland and will do very little in reducing the number at Meadow Park.

03/17/2020 11:49 AM Leda Mareth ledamareth@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I support the latest map in which Rock Creek, Bethany, and Oak Hills (Westview) all go to middle school together at 
either Five Oaks or Meadow Park.  While this map does not fully address the FRL at the middle schools, it is 
impossible to do so without completely revisiting every decision made so far including the population of Stoller.  
There are real equity issues in Beaverton and I encourage the district to take a comprehensive look at them in the 
future.  But breaking up a small part of the community to fix them in one or two middle schools is neither fair or 
equitable.

03/17/2020 12:57 PM Liheng Liu lihengliu001@gmail.com Stoller MS

To prevent overflow in 2025 and stop the current community fighting, I propose to move all future development 
constructions (not sold out new constructions in North Bethany) to Five Oaks. This will not affect current north 
Bethany families. It is also fair to other elementary school families.

03/17/2020 8:13 PM Lisa vetpa@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS

I have heard that the committee is recommending that all of Cooper Mountain Elementary go to Mountainview 
Middle School. This is greatly disappointing. I would much prefer for my current 4th grader to attend Highland Park, 
as I currently have a 6th grade student there.  I want the teachers at Highland Park to know both my kids and my 
family, rather than my younger child having to completely start over at a new school. Please reconsider your 
recommendation. I know many families would like all the kids from CME to go to Highland Park.  Thank you for your 
time and consideration.

03/17/2020 4:28 PM Maria Medley medleydm@msn.com Highland Park MS
Please keep Cooper Mountain kids feeding into Highland Park Middle School!  The adjustments should be made where 
the new middle school is opening not in south Beaverton. Keep our kids at Highland &amp; on to Mountainside HS!
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03/17/2020 9:40 PM Mary Lynn Klafka pdxthree@comcast.net Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 3:42 PM Michelle Koplan mkoplan@bbcamp.org Cooper Mountain Elem

Dear Board Members, We are writing to ask that our voices, as South Beaverton residents and parents of two 
Beaverton School District students, be heard regarding the middle school boundaries discussion, specifically as it 
pertains to our daughter at Cooper Mountain Elementary School. For the social, emotional, and mental health of 
students, it is important for students to remain together for support through Middle School and onto High School. As 
parents of a Cooper Mountain ES student, we vote for the option that allow her to go together with her classmates 
from Cooper Mountain ES to Highland Park MS and then onto Mountainside HS.Thank you for your hard work and 
dedication to our community's children and for the opportunity to share our thoughts. We are very 
appreciative!Warmly,Michelle and Loren Koplan

03/17/2020 11:19 PM Mohammed m.s.hegazy@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

BSD and community members ... the March 12th map only sides SPV in the Bethany area and is completely unfair to 
Findley. This map has been pushed the last 2-3 meeting despite feedback from families and the community 
members. Also, it is disturbing that the numbers (transportation and projections) changed miraculously since last 
meeting only to support the SPV case (what about the numbers of the other schools?) ... Amazing that people 
manipulate facts to what favors their own benefit ... (1) FACT: Stoller is the neighborhood school for Findley, Jacob 
Wismer and part of Sato. Neighborhood school and walkability are not a luxury and all school neighbors deserve to 
attend their own neighborhood school, (2) FACT: SPV parents don[?]t want to move their kids to FO because of the 
school rating and not because of the distance. I can understand that, but please just say the truth. A lot of SPV 
parents were happy to move their kids to Stoller (because of its higher rating) when they had it as optional (and 
jammed Stoller), despite they had their own SPV as K-8, (3) FACT: Findley families didn[?]t take the decision to 
cancel the middle school option at SPV, (4) FACT: Findley families didn[?]t take the decision to build Timberland in 
the wrong location, why should they lose their neighborhood school for these decisions? (5) FACT: Findley is well 
established and old communities. It is a joke when SPV and Sato families argue that each  of them is a not a growing 
community and hence should stay at Stoller, while the other should move out. Yet, they have no issue arguing to kick 
out the oldest Findley community from its neighborhood school for them to take its place. Honestly, how can 
someone have peace with self while doing that. (6) If BSD goes with March 12th map as is, our neighborhood will see 
more traffic (in and out including new bus routes) in addition to that our streets will turn into parking lots every time 
Stoller has an event, all that while our kids have to be bussed to a far middle school such that kids from far 
neighborhoods attend our neighborhood school.Bringing lawyers, intimidating the board, being loud, and 
copying/pasting the same comments over and over don[?]t change facts. This whole process ignited anger and hate 
among neighborhoods ... for what? ... Just to cover the wrong planning and management of the BSD? ... I believe it 
will be a long time before the Bethany communities will be able to forget this bitter experience.
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03/17/2020 4:31 PM Nancy Collett nancy@norwesters.net Cooper Mountain Elem

One of my frustrations listening to the most recent boundary change meeting was it felt like committee members 
were disproportionately considering verbal testimony provided at the previous 2 meetings in their decision making on 
Cooper Mountain's feeder pattern.  Please take into consideration all the written comments of Cooper Mountain 
parents.  The vast majority of these comments support keeping Cooper Mountain's feeder pattern status quo.  
Unfortunately, we weren't given the opportunity to provide public comments during the last meeting.  I am sure there 
are many CM parents who would have loved to explain the benefits of remaining a feeder school to Highland Park.  
Please don't continue to ignore our efforts to be heard.  Please restore the boundary map to keep Cooper Mountain's 
feeder pattern status quo - split between Highland Park and Mountain View.  This makes the most sense for several 
reasons: 1. busing -- the portion of CM currently going to MV is within walking distance.  The remainder of CM needs 
to be bused to any middle school - it makes the most sense to keep that HP.  Moving Chehelem West to HP creates a 
busing headache that doesn't need to be there - CW is in walking distance to MV (where they have been going) but 
not to HP (and will add $50,000 to the transportation budget - money that could be better spent on classroom 
education); 2. community continuity.  HP has the feeder school for 70-80% of Cooper Mountain for years and 
switching middle schools for these families will disruptive for many people. 3. Changing where CM attends middle 
school doesn't meet the goals and objectives of the boundary committee.  The primary focus of this committee is to 
reduce overcrowding at Stoller and create attendance boundaries for Timberland.  The attendance boundaries for 
schools south of Farmington do not need to be adjusted to meet these goals.  Thank you!

03/17/2020 9:42 PM Olesya Baykalova olesyabaykal@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 9:48 PM Paul Lewerenz Paul.lewerenz@oregonfirst.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 4:10 PM Prak Psem42002@hotmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS

Please do not change the boundaries for cooper mountain. I have a child that will attend highland next year and to 
interrupt feeding pattern would not be in the best interest of my child and her sibling that will be in 6th grade fall of 
2021. To interrupt the majority would be devastating.

03/17/2020 11:09 AM Rachel Vinson rachelvinson@flash.net Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Please keep Cooper Mountain boundaries and feeders the same!  Please listen to the MAJORITY of the impacted 
families. The #1 goal of the committee which is stated at the beginning of every meeting is to fill Timberland and 
reduce overcrowding at Stoller. Moving Cooper Mountain to Mountain View, is not needed to fill Timberland and 
reduce enrollment at Stoller.  And another goal of the committee is to only make minor adjustments to other schools. 
Moving Cooper Mountain and Chehalem is NOT a minor adjustment.

03/17/2020 1:23 PM Rajesh Kumar Thakur rktthakur@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I support the latest map in which Rock Creek, Bethany, and Oak Hills (Westview) all go to middle school together at 
either Five Oaks or Meadow Park. While this map does not fully address the FRL at the middle schools, it is 
impossible to do so without completely revisiting every decision made so far including the population of Stoller.  
Breaking up a small part of the community to fix them in one or two middle schools is neither fair or equitable.Thank 
You

03/17/2020 9:41 PM Richard Klafka Pdxthree@comcast.net Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 9:35 AM Rowan Wepener Rowan.wepener@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Westview

I strongly approve of the working map of March 12 - the committee voted with a strong majority to keep Rock Creek 
with its Northern neighbors of Bethany and West Oak Hills  at Five Oaks. Please leave this decision untouched. We 
need to be with our northern neighbors and not sent alone into a community with which we have not links.
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03/17/2020 4:35 PM Sally Badawi sally.badawi@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

As an educator, I am deeply concerned about the discussion surrounding equity in the last two meetings. Providing an 
equitable education is not measured by free and reduced lunch percentages. Without changes to curricula and 
educational measures that address all factors, such as race, gender, disability, and much more, then a 6% change in 
student population is meaningless. To generalize all Cooper Mountain students, based only on perceived socio-
economics, without considering their diverse needs and challenges is concerning. The same goes for West Chehalem 
students whose ability to walk to their middle school is being taken away.

03/17/2020 4:46 PM Sally Badawi sally.badawi@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

I teach at a community college. As an educator, if my administration told me that in order to enhance student success 
they would simply bus students from one campus, a campus that is within walking distance for them, and swap them 
with certain other students, and they would spend 50k to make that happen, I would beg them to use the funds 
toward staff training, pedagogical changes, and enhanced library resources instead. With that said, I urge the 
committee to keep Cooper Mountain and W Chehalem boundaries as is. Spend $50,000 on education not 
transportation.

03/17/2020 1:26 PM Satoko Watt satoko.watt@gmail.com Springville K-8

Approve ammendment #2 as found on March 12th memorandum. but with changes below. (a) Send the 83 Aloha 
High school feeding kids of Elmonica and McKinley to Five Oaks.  This will reduce Meadow Park FRL.  Five Oaks FRL 
will not be over 50% due to Rock Creek, Bethany, and West Oak Hills.  This adds unused spots at Meadow Park to a 
total of 210. (b) Suggest Teaching and Learning to make Meadow Park the SUMMA hub for Five Oaks, Meadow Park, 
Cedar Park, and Stoller.   The addition of 172 Stoller SUMMA kids decrease FRL rate.

03/17/2020 5:19 PM Shawli shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Thanks to the committee members for representing Springville. We need your support committee members, please 
remember we do not have direct representation like some other ES have.  Once again thank you.

03/17/2020 5:26 PM Shawli shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

All of Springville plus Sato plus Jacob Wismer is clearly a combination that MEET THE OBJECTIVES in 2021 at Stoller. 
It is also a combination that IS COMPLETELY SUSTAINABLE and FUTURISTIC for 2025 and beyond. Thanks for 
supporting  entire Springville, Sato and Jacob Wismer in Stoller.

03/17/2020 5:28 PM Shawli shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Please do not split Elementary School.Yes for the current map.Please do not split Springville.

03/17/2020 9:08 PM Stephanie R Stephanie12@comcast.net Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Please explain in depth how/where you got your numbers regarding FRL and equity so the public and committee are 
aware that what is being displayed is inaccurate. And PLEASE put Cooper Mountain at the top top of the agenda so 
we get the time we deserve. Thanks!

03/17/2020 10:29 AM Sunita Pai spai28@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Under the proposed amendment 2 for Five Oaks, you are basically switching the FRL numbers between Five Oaks and 
Meadow Park. Proposing that Oak Hills Elementary stay at Meadow Park to help the FRL is putting a band-aid on a 
bigger problem. How can a small school like Oak Hills significantly improve the FRL numbers?There needs to be a 
better balance of schools for equity to be achieved. There are middle schools with FRL in the single digits!Why is Oak 
Hills being used to lower FRL by ourselves at Meadow Park when none of the other schools in the north are being 
asked to do so? Shouldn[?]t it be more of a community effort if that is the focus of this boundary adjustment? The 
district needs to end the isolation of Oak Hills East and send us to a middle school with other Sunset feeding 
schools.Do not isolate us at Meadow Park by ourselves, with a high school boundary change that the district keeps 
reminding us may not happen. Right now, Oak Hills East is walkable to Sunset and a good portion of Oak Hills West is 
walkable to Westview. Is the district now proposing to add buses to bus everyone to Sunset? Please keep the map 
from March 12th for  Timberland as is - with Oak Hills East feeding it. And continue to have Oak Hills West at a 
middle school with Bethany ES.

03/17/2020 9:43 PM Tolmachev Nikolay 4228olenik@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I am shocked to see the discussion at the end of the March 12th meeting. After creating a completely privileged rich 
school at Stoller and Timberland, committee started talking about equity when it comes to Five Oaks and Meadow 
Park. As Rock Creek parents, we accepted to go to a different school as long as we go with two northern neighbors 
but we wont accept any worse case scenario. If you want to make improvements on the reduced lunch, keep Rock 
Creek at Stoller and move Springville to Five Oaks. This will both solve equity and overcrowding!!!!!

03/17/2020 9:33 AM varsha varshasuren@yaoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

With the revised projections, the Mar12th workmap seems perfectly balanced. Please let teaching and learning make 
Summa decisions and focus on moving this map forward for regular education. Please dont split communities. The 
entire Springville needs to go to Stoller. SUMMA is just an OPTIONAL program not an absolute necessity. Preference 
should be given to regular programs first.All of Springville, Sato plus Jacob Wismer can fit in Stoller and meet the 
objectives for 2021. Also this combination is sustainable and futuristic.The only middle school which is closer to 
Springville is Stoller.Springville brings economic diversity to Stoller. Any combination without Springville at Stoller will 
resultin a significant drop the FRL to 7% which will be hard to fix in this area given the demographics.Please donot 
split Springville based on a few percentage points over in 2025 based on aggressive projections (and FLAT options 
numbers), based largely on empty lots. Stoller is the only closest middle school to Springville.SO PLEASE DONT SPLIT 
SPRINGVILLE. KEEP communities together.
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03/17/2020 12:18 AM Vicki Bock jvbock@comcast.net Findley Elem

This message is to convey to you that we approve the March 12th boundary map sending all of Findley to Timberland. 
We watched the entire March 12th meeting on-line and want to thank  you for making the very difficult yet 
appropriate decision to send Findley to Timberland. It is absolutely the best option for all the reasons brought up at 
the meeting by committee members and we were so pleased to see it pass the vote.  I have a big concern over a 
rumor I just heard that it is now being considered that Findley be sent to Meadow Park. I hope this isn[?]t true 
because that would be unacceptable to Findley parents to bus Findley students that live by Laidlaw Road all the way 
south past 26 to a completely different neighborhood far from our area. It makes no sense when other schools are 
closer to Meadow Park. So please, please do not consider this. You have done an excellent job with the March 12th 
map by keeping our community together sending Findley to Timberland, along with the other close elementary 
schools in our area also going to Timberland. Thank you so much for your hard work.

03/17/2020 4:39 PM Victor Atkinson Atkinsonvoc2097@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I am 100% against moving Coopermountain to Mt. View. We aren[?]t able to attend the meetings so please listen to 
our emails. We moved to this area to give our daughters the best education. We will not tolerate this and will figure 
something out to keep our daughters at the schools that we are currently in!  It[?]s not right and it is a true case of 
abuse of power. What you are doing to our families is horrific!!!!!!  If you chose to move us to MT View you will 
hurting a lot more families than the ones you think you are helping. Wait until you see what it does to these kids. It 
will be on your shoulders.

03/17/2020 9:33 AM vijay vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAR12 working map. DONOT SPLIT COMMUNITIESWith the revised projections, the Mar12th workmap 
seems perfectly balanced. Please let teaching and learning make Summa decisions and focus on moving this map 
forward for regular education. This is the best map to-date.. Please dont split communities. The entire Springville 
needs to go to Stoller. Also give preference to regular programs over SUMMA at Stoller.Springville brings economic 
diversity to Stoller. Removing it from Stoller will only make Stoller thewealthiest middle school in entire BSD. There 
is no justification for this considering the correctedprojections which shows that Springville is not growing 
exponentially.Springville brings economic diversity to Stoller. Removing it from Stoller will only make Stoller 
thewealthiest middle school in entire BSD. There is no justification for this considering the correctedprojections which 
shows that Springville is not growing exponentially.So please don't split Springville. Entire Springville should feed into 
Stoller.

03/17/2020 3:47 PM Yadi Zheng yadizheng@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Westview

I support the latest map that put Rock Creek, Bethany, and West Oak Hills to Five Oaks or Meadow Park. This is BSD's 
good chance to create another better ranking middle school, and none of us should be an isolated north island. Please 
don't try to separate the three small schools just in order to balance the reduced meals percentage because we are 
people, not just numbers.


